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Abstract. In this paper we consider a synchronous broadcasting network, a distributed computa- 
tion model which represents communication networks that are used extensively in practice. We 
consider a basic problem of information sharing: the computation of the multiple identification 
function. That is, given a network of p processors, each of which contains an n-bit string of 
information, how can every processor compute efficiently the subset of processors which have 
the same information as itself? The problem was suggested by Yao as a generalization of the 
two-processor case studied in his classic paper on distributed computing (Yao, 1979). 
The naive way to solve this problem takes O(np) communication time, where a time unit is the 
time to transfer one bit. We present an algorithm which takes advantage of properties of strings 
and is O( n log’ p +p) time. A simulation of sorting networks by the distributed model yields an 
O(n log p +p) (impractical) algorithm. By applying Yao’s probabilistic implementation of the 
two-processor case to both algorithms we get probabilistic versions (with small error) where n is 
replaced by log n in the complexity expressions. We also present lower bounds for the problem: 
an D(n) bound and an D(p) bound are shown. 
1. Introduction 
The synchronous broadcasting distributed computation model presented here 
represents existing communication systems (for example, multiple-frequency- 
hopping radio networks or point-to-multipoint networks). Works in theoretical 
computing have considered either routing network models [6, 11, 151 or single- 
channel broadcasting networks where either transmission order is prearranged [5], 
or a resource sharing (ethernet-like) mechanism is used [7, 191. A recent work [9] 
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considers the multi-channel case when the network has few channels, but the order 
of transmission and channel allocation is prearranged as well. 
Previous work unjustifiably neglected the network model, defined as follows: The 
processors in the network are {P, , . . , P,}, the network is fully connected and the 
communication is via the links. The operation mode is synchronous and the com- 
munication operations are transmission, in which the processor broadcasts its 
message, and reception, in which the processor chooses a processor to listen to and 
gets one bit during a single unit of time. This choice is made dynamically. This 
work is the first one known to the authors which considers this model in a theoretical 
context. Section 2 describes the model in detail. 
One of the central classes of problems in a distributed environment is information 
recognition and identification in a global context [3]. In such an environment each 
processor has its own local information, and the basic problem is how to let the 
processors recognize, share, and process information which originally belongs to 
other processors. We find interesting versions of the problem in practice: in dis- 
tributed sensor networks (abbreviated DSN) [21] and in distributed operating 
systems [ 13, 181. This problem is also modeled in different theoretical contexts 
[l, 3,6, 12, 15,201. 
To demonstrate problem-solving capabilities of the synchronous broadcasting 
network, we investigate the following problem: Given a network of p processors, 
each with an n-bit string, each processor wants to know the subset (class) of 
processors which have the same information as itself. This problem appears in 
various situations. For example, the string can be information observed in a DSN 
where the system tries to compare signals received by different remote sensors and 
decide their credibility. 
The problem is a generalization of the identijcation function computation: Two 
processors, one with a string x and the other with a string y, wish to compute the 
function f(x, y) = 6,,. (6,,. = 1 iff x = y and 0 otherwise.) Yao [20] defined the 
function, proved a lower bound on the communication complexity of this problem, 
and showed that at least n bits have to be transmitted when we allow deterministic 
two-way communication. He also gave a probabilistic protocol (with small error) 
in which only O(log n) bits are exchanged. Finally, he suggested a generalization 
to three processors in a very special case where two of them send information to 
the third one, and posed the question: what is the complexity of the problem where 
more than two processors are involved? Here we examine this question in the model 
presented above. 
The immediate solution to the network of p processors gives an n( p - 1) time 
algorithm. We design an 0( n log* p +p) time distributed algorithm. We use proper- 
ties of strings, propose a structured organization of the communication, and design 
an algorithm which uses only communication operations and comparisons of bits. 
A second algorithm is given where the distributed system simulates a sorting network. 
In this algorithm the processors use arithmetic operations. Using the reduction to 
sorting and incorporating recent results [2,14] we are able to design an 0( n log p +p) 
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time algorithm (with a very large constant multiplying the n log p term). Both 
algorithms can be transformed into probabilistic ones if a small error can be tolerated. 
In the probabilistic versions the n-term becomes log n in both complexity 
expressions. Sections 3 and 4 present the algorithms while Section 5 describes the 
probabilistic implementations. 
Lower bounds of Cl(n) and R(p) to the problem are given in Section 6. Our 
algorithm allows the processors to send messages which include information (i.e., 
addresses) about other processors. We show that restricting messages to being 
functions only of the processor’s input weakens the model since any such restricted 
algorithm requires R( np). We then suggest some open problems, the most challenging 
of which is developing lower bound techniques for broadcasting networks. The 
synchronous broadcasting model seems to defy all known lower-bound techniques. 
These bounds are usually based on weaknesses of a model in its information transfer 
capabilities. Our model seems to have no such weaknesses. 
2. The synchronous broadcasting network model 
The processors in the model (P,, . . . , P,) are random-access memory machines 
(RAM’s) with local memory: without loss of generality we can assume that p = 2k. 
A processor is identified by its name (its index) by all the processors. The network 
is fully connected, the communication is via the links, and there is no central 
common memory. 
The operation mode is synchronous: in each time unit, each processor can perform 
either a local computation or one of the following communication operations: 
(1) transmission: the processor broadcasts (sends) its bit on all its outgoing links; 
(2) reception: the processor chooses a processor to listen to and gets one bit 
from it. 
Two submodels are possible, according to communication concurrency: a jiuZ[- 
duplex communication in which concurrent transmission and reception are allowed, 
and a half-duplex communication in which each processor can either transmit or 
receive in a given time unit. In the first submodel there are no problems of 
synchronization. In the second one, however, we might need to synchronize 
operations; if a processor has to receive a bit of information from another processor 
while the second one is not transmitting, but itself receiving information, then the 
first processor will have to try again. It is apparent that (2 logp) time units of 
half-duplex communication are sufficient to simulate one step of the full-duplex 
communication: At time unit 2i- 1, the processors whose names contain 0 in the 
ith position broadcast their bits, while in time unit 2i those with 1 in the ith position 
broadcast. 
In the rest of this section we will show that the model is not sensitive to the lack 
of concurrency in the communication operation. We present a simulation of the 
full-duplex model by the half-duplex one in which each time unit of the former 
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model is achieved in only six units of the latter one. We call this simulation the 
Echo Algorithm. The idea is that the parity of the processor partitions the processor 
set in a manageable way. 








odd processor : sends its bit; 
even processor 2i : gets b,,mm, from P2,-,. 
odd processor 2i - 1 : gets bzi from PZr; 
even processor : sends its bit. 
{at this point, in each pair of processors (PZI_,, P2,), 
each member knows both bzi-, and b2,} 
odd processor 2i - 1 : sends bz,-,; 
even processor : if it needs bzi_,, it gets it from PZ,_,. 
odd processor 2i - 1 : sends b,, (Pz,-l serves as echo for Pzi}; 
even processor : if it needs b2,, it gets it from P,,_,l 
odd processor : if it needs b2,_,, it gets it from Pz,; 
even processor 2i : sends bzi_, {P2, serves as echo for P>,_,}, 
odd processor : if it needs b,,, it gets it from Pz,; 
even processor 2i : sends b,,. 
end; {Echo Algorithm} 
The Echo Algorithm is a universal compiler which takes care of the synchroniza- 
tion problem and translates algorithms in the full-duplex submodel into the half- 
duplex one. This implies that one can design algorithms for the half-duplex submodel 
using the stronger full-duplex one. 
3. The multiple identification algorithm 
First we describe some properties of binary strings used by the algorithm, then 
we describe the algorithm and prove its properties. 
3.1. Relations on strings 
Let 2 = (0, l} and x, y E I”. We denote the bits of the string x: x(l) . . . x(n). 
We use the following notation to describe properties of strings and their prefixes. 
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Definition3.1. Vi,O<i<n:xE,yiff~j,O<j~i:x(j)=y(j). 
Notice that, trivially, Vx, y E 1”: x E0 y. 
Definition 3.2. Vi, 1 G is n: x F, y iff (x E,_, y) and (1(x Eiy)). (Notice that xF,+i Y 
means x = y.) 
E, simply means that the prefix of length i is equal, while F, means that the prefix 
of length i - 1 is equal and the ith bit is different. The notation is introduced to 
simplify the following discussion. 
Two simple facts about binary strings are used by the algorithm: 
Fact 3.3. E, is an equivalence relation and Ei+, is a subset of Ei. 
Fact 3.4. Vi, 1 s is n: {(x, F,y,) and (x, F,yZ) and (x, EiX>)} implies (y, Eiyz). 
3.2. The information structures in the processor 
In each processor P, we have the following data structures: 
(1) The input string, which is the array x, = x,(l), . , x,(n), where x,(i) E (0, 1). 
(2) An address array R, = R,(l), . . , R,(n) to store processor addresses. R,(i) E 
(0, l}‘“gp. The algorithm will satisfy the property that if R,(i) = w, then x, Fix,,,. 
(3) An output array N, = N,(l), . . . , N,(p). N,(i) E (0, l}, N,(i) corresponds to 
processor number i. It will be shown that, at termination, N,(u) = 1 iff x, = x,. 
3.3. Organization of communication 
Our algorithm is divided into steps. There are k = log p steps, in each of which 
we partition the p = 2k processors into clusters. An r-cluster is a group of r consecu- 
tive processors Pi+,, P,+Z, . . . , Pitr. In each step, processors communicate only with 
processors in their cluster. 
Definition 3.5 (2”~cluster). In step m, the clusters have size 2” and are called 
2”-clusters. For 0 s m s k there are 2k-m 2”-clusters. The jth 2”‘-cluster is 
{4,P,)P+*, . . 2 P;Pl. 
Obviously, each processor is a 2’-cluster, and there is one p-cluster which contains 
all the processors. Clusters can be represented by a cluster tree. A 2”‘-cluster is the 
father of the two 2”-’ -clusters contained in it. 
In step m, let S be a cluster. Its left and right sons which are now subclusters are 
denoted by S, and S,. During the step there is a cluster conference: Each processor 
P, in the cluster is aware of its cluster number, its own number within the cluster 
and its subcluster. The goal of the conference is to let P, E S collect the information 
about strings of processors in S. If P, E S!, then it knows the information about 
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strings in this subcluster from previous steps and it has to get information from S,. 
We will describe the information provided by the algorithm and will prove its 
sufficiency. The arrays R, and Nt9 represent the information known to Pv about its 
cluster. We will show that, at the end of step m, if Pv and P, are in the same cluster, 
then N,(w) = 1 iff x, = x,. 
3.4. The algorithm 
The algorithm has log p steps. Before the algorithm starts, each processor P,, 
assigns the following values: For allj, R,(j) := @ where @ denotes the null processor, 
and N,(v) := 1 while for all j: j # u, N,(j) := 0. 
We describe the algorithm for a general processor P,, in cluster S = (S, u S,) where 
(without loss of generality) P, E S,. In each step the processor chooses a processor 
belonging to the other subcluster (S, in our case) from which it gets the information 
about this subcluster. We call this processor the partner of P,, denoted by P,. 
During the step the processor may change its partners. At some time during the 
step the processor may stop working for the rest of the step. Each processor P,, has 
a local Boolean variable named Work, which is true at a beginning of a step and 
stays true as long as the processor is working in the step. 
Algorithm 1 
Each step m (m = 1,. . . , log p) has three parts. 
Purr (1): initialization. P, chooses a partner P, (without loss of generality w is 
2” ’ + v) and work, := true. 
Part (2): scanning. During the step, P scans the string x,. from left to right in n 
time units. Let Pw be its partner in time unit i. An invariant property of partners’ 
stringsisx,,(l) ,..., xr(i-l)=xw(l) ,..., x,(i-l),i.e.,x,E, I -TV’ During this time 
unit Py receives x,.(i) and R,.(i) = u from its partner P,,. If u f @‘, then, since 
(R,.(i) = u) implies that (x,, F, x,,), P, concludes that x,,(l), . , x,,(i- I)= 
X,.(l),‘. . , .x,,.( i- l), i.e., that x,, E,_, x,,. If x,(i) # x,,(i), then x,. F, x,, and since 
R,.(i)=u,itfollows(byFact3,4)thatx,(l) ,..., x,,(i)=x,(l) ,..., x,(i),i.e.,x,, E,x,,. 
Therefore, P,, sets R,,(i):= w and in the next time unit u becomes the partner of 
u (NJ := u). By changing partners P, can always scan the next bit in the string during 
the next time unit. If, on the other hand, x,(i) = x,.(i), P, does not change partner 
and copies R,,,(i) = u to R,(i). (This copying is actually needed only if R,.(i) = @). 
If there is a mismatch (i.e., x,,(i) # x,(i)) and u = a, then P, can stop working in 
the current step since there are no members of its class in the other subcluster 
(Work, := false). The following procedure describes the processor’s task in this part. 
Procedure ‘Scan’ 
(1) for j:= 1 to n do 
begin {time unit .j} 
(2) if Work,. then 
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begin 
(2)(a) send (x,(j), MA); 
(2)(b) get from p,(x,(i), R,.(A); 
(3) call ‘Check’; {whether there is a match; see below) 
end 
(4) else {Work, = false} wait a time unit; 
end; {time unit j }. 
The procedure ‘Check’ summarizes the local operations in a time unit: 
Procedure ‘Check’ 
begin {time unit j (P, got x,,,(j) and R,(j))} 
(I) if x,(j) =x,,,(j) {match} 





begin {mismatch x,. # x,} 
R,(j) := w; 
if R,(j) f Q, then w := R,(j); {change partner) 
else Work, := false; 
end 
Parr (3): union class. After scanning the string, the processor has to identify 
processors in the other subcluster which belong to its class: A processor which is 
still working knows that its current partner belongs to its class. It gets a sequence 
of zeros and ones from its partner. The ith element of this sequence indicates whether 
the ith element of the partner’s subcluster belongs to the class or not. Here is the 
procedure which describes the operation in short: 
Procedure ‘Union-class’. {Let LA be the smallest address in the processor’s cluster; 
Let RA be the smallest address in the partner’s cluster} 
begin {step m} 
(I) if Work, then 
for i:= 1 to2”-‘do 
begin 
(2)(a) send (N,.(LA-l+i)) 
(2)(b) receive from partner ( N,.( RA - 1 + i)) 
end 
end. 
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3.5. Correctness and complexity of the algorithm 
Consider the beginning of time unit j of step m and any P, E S/ whose partner 
is P,. The claims below are proved by induction on time (i.e., on the step number 
and within a step on the unit of time). For convenience we denote by R” the array 
R at the end of step m. 
Claim 3.6. (1) P, E S,; 
(2) IfRr(j)=u#@, then P,,ES~US,. 
Proof. By induction on time, (1) holds since the choice of the first partner and 
partner changes maintain it (since, by induction, (2) is true in previous steps). Part 
(2) is then true since the first step of the algorithm maintains it, and then R is 
updated by information acquired by partners in previous steps and by names of 
ex-partners, all of which are in the same cluster as P,. q 
Lemma 3.7. (1) x,. _I$, x,. 
(2) Vi~j:{(lfR~(i)=u#@), then (x,F,x,)}. 
Proof. All decisions in a time unit related to the choice of the next partner, as well 
as the update of R, maintain (1) and (2). Assume, by induction, that at the beginning 
of time unit jx, E, , x, and consider the case of a mismatch (x,(j) f x,,(j)). R:“(j) 
is set to w, and indeed, x, F, x,, so (2) holds. In the case that R:-‘(j) = u, P, becomes 
the new partner in time unit j+ 1. By Fact 3.4 and the induction, x, E, x,, holds, so 
(I) is maintained. In case of match, the information copied from the partner is used 
to update R and maintains (2). Also (1) is maintained in the next time unit. q 
Lemma 3.8. If, for P,, E Scu S,, {x, F, x,,} holds, then 1 R:(j) # @I; if in addition, 
Pv, E S,, then P, is still working at time unit j. 
Proof. Notice that P,, is not necessarily the partner P,,,. If P,, E S,, the lemma follows 
from the induction assumption, so we assume P,, E S,. 
We first show that P, is still working at time unit j. Let i <j be the time unit when 
Pv stopped working, and P,,,, be the last partner of P,. By Lemma 3.7, x,., E,_, x, 
and, by the algorithm, x,(i) # x,(i). Hence, x,, F, x, and, by induction, Rr, ‘(i) ?t @ 
and P, will get a new partner-contradiction. So P,% is still working at step j. 
Now recall that P, is the partner of P,. at time unit j. In case of a match, we 
have, by Lemma 3.7, x, E, x,, and (by Fact 3.4) x,~ F, x,,,. By induction R’,‘f-‘( j) f @ 
and as a result R:(j) # @. In case of a mismatch R,(j) is set to w. So in both cases 
RG’(.j) # @. q 
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Theorem 3.9. 7’he algorithm is correct and its complexity is 0( n log* p + p). 
Proof. From Lemma 3.8, if, for any P, E St, there is a P,. E S, w’ith x, = x,,, then P, 
is still working at the end of time unit n, i.e., it still has a partner P,,, and, by Lemma 
3.7, x,. =x,. Hence, an induction on the step number shows the correctness of 
procedure ‘Union-class’: the first step is correct, and in a general step Pv will get 
from P,v the names of processors belonging to its class which are in S,. Thus at the 
end of the step it knows its class in its cluster (including the case in which there 
are no others in its class). Since at the end of the algorithm all the processors are 
in the same cluster, we conclude that Vu, W: ((x,. =x,.) iff (N,(w) = 1)). 
The algorithm consists of k = log p steps. In each ‘Scan’ substep, there are n time 
units: each costs (log p+ 1) communication bits. Therefore, the total time spent 
-canning is 0( n log' p). The length of ‘Union-class’ in a step is the length of the 
subcluster, hence, the total time of the unions is 1::; 2’ = O(p). 0 
4. An algorithm using reduction to sorting networks 
4.1. Simulation of sorting network 
Constructing sorting networks is one of the most widely studied problems in 
parallel computation. For a long time the best network to sort N numbers was 
Batcher’s O(log’ N)-level construction [4], where the basic operation in the network 
is comparison of two numbers. A recent breakthrough by Ajtai, Komlos and 
Szemeredi [2] achieved an O(log N)-depth parallel network that sorts N numbers. 
Their work also provided an O(N)-node, O(log N)-degree network which sorts N 
inputs in O(log N) time (which is the depth of the network). Leighton [14] further 
reduced the degree of such a network to a constant. (These new networks are not 
practical since either the depth or the number of processors has a huge constant 
factor.) A sorting network is composed of comparison boxes, each with two inputs 
and two outputs. In our model a box can be simulated by four processors, two of 
which contain the input strings of the box; the other two processors receive these 
strings (as output of the comparison). The broadcasting network can simulate a 
sorting network and sort p k-bit words in 0( k log p) time. Each processor can quickly 
compute the addresses of the other processors involved in each comparison, due 
to the recursive structure of the sorting network. 
4.2. The algorithm using sorting network simulation 
Algorithm 2 
The algorithm has the following four parts. 
Part (1): sorting. Each processor concatenates its address u to its input x,. The 
processors sort the strings (x,, v), u = 1, . . . , p (notice that v is less significant in the 
concatenated string). After the sorting, processor P,, receives the string (x’, v’). Call 
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all processors which receive the same x’ a group. As a result of the sorting, the 
group is a set of consecutive processors: the first group of processors, starting with 
P, , contains the addresses (U’S) of the first class (the one with the smallest x) in 
increasing order, and so on. The idea is that now the group can compute the result 
of the computation by communicating only with a local consecutive block of 
processors. 
Part (2): group boundaries. Each processor performs a search to find the bound- 
aries of its group, that is, the smallest and largest processors which received the 
same string x’. This can be done using one of the following methods: 
(1) The doubling technique: Each processor P, broadcasts its string (4 log p) 
times. Simultaneously, P, compares its string to the one of the processor 
P “+I, Put>, P&4,. . and so on until its x’ is different from the string x’ of PU+2~, and 
then by binary search it finds the largest processor with the same string. The smallest 
processor is found symmetrically. 
(2) The method of searching for boundary indicators: The processor P, has two 
Boolean variables called Left and Bight. Each processor compares its string x’ with 
those of its immediate left and right neighbors (P,_, and P,,,) and updates Left 
and Bight according to the result of the comparison. Then the processor broadcasts 
its variables (Left, Bight) p times and simultaneously listens to its neighbors which 
are in its group first to its left neighbor PO_,, then to PU_2,. . until it gets an indication 
that some PC-, is not in the group; then it does the same with its right neighbors. 
Part (3): output calculation. The goal of this part is to enable each processor P, 
to calculate the output N’ of processor P,, whose input string and address (x’, u’) 
were received by PC in Part (1). Therefore, P, needs to know the addresses received 
by all processors in its group. First, P, (except if it is the smallest in its group) gets 
from PL,_, the address (v - 1)’ received by it in Part (1). Then P, computes the 
difference of the addresses v’- (u- 1)‘. Now the ith processor in the group knows 
the difference between the addresses of the ith and the (i - l)st processors of the 
class which forms the group. Then, one by one and in order, the members of the 
group (except the smallest one) broadcast the differences (using a special symbol 
to denote end-of-message). Each processor, knowing all the differences, can calculate 
the addresses of the processors in the class. P, computes a vector N’ by assigning 
1 to indices corresponding to addresses of members of the class. (N’ is the output 
vector of processor number v’). 
Part (4): output distribution. The goal of this part is for P,, to receive its output 
from PC (which calculated N’). Processor P, concatenates u’ and its own address 
u. The system sorts (u’, u) (21 is less significant). As a result, processor P,, gets (u’, u), 
where u is the name of the processor that computed its output. Next, P,,, receives 
the output N’ from P, and the algorithm ends. 
The correctness of the algorithm is directly implied by the sorting processes of 
the network and the searching processes within the groups. The time analysis of 
the algorithm is as follows: Part (I) takes O((n + log p)log p) sorting time and Part 
(2) takes O(n log p) using the first method or O(n +p) using the second one. Part 
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(4) takes O(p) time for broadcasting of N’, dominating the sorting of the addresses, 
which takes only 0(log2p). The address difference transmissions in Part (3) 
cost O(p), which dominates the time of this part. The total time of the algorithm is 
therefore O( n log p +p). 
The time analysis of Part (3) is based on the observation that the sum of the 
differences transmitted by a group in this part is bounded by p, which is implied 
by the following simple claim. 
Fact 4.1. If a,, a,, . . . , ak are nonnegative integers that satisfy CF=, (ai) i p, then 
CF=, ([log ail+ l) = O(P). 
We remark that a practical implementation of the algorithm, which uses Batcher’s 
network, takes 0( n log’ p + p) time. This is the same complexity as our first algorithm. 
Notice that the algorithm using simulation of sorting networks requires that pro- 
cessors perform additions and subtractions, while the first algorithm does not. 
5. The probabilistic algorithms 
Karp and Rabin [S] introduced the idea of a jngerprint function, which is to 
choose a random hash function 4 such that ~(x)<x and, for every collection of 
strings of a given size, there is only a small probability that x f y when 4(x) = 4(y). 
Given our set of strings (regarded as a set of binary numbers) we can choose the 
family of functions to be {x mod q: q prime}, namely, the fingerprints are the 
residues. The analysis given in [8] shows that the probability of an error is very 
small even for small q, (the size of q c log n + 4 log p)). Yao used this idea to design 
a probabilistic two-processor algorithm: the same can be done in the multi-processor 
case. Notice that we require the processors to perform modular arithmetic operations 
when they compute the fingerprint. 
Given t pairs of numbers of length n, assume an algorithm compares the pairs, 
looking for a match, by checking equality of residues of the numbers modulo a 
random prime of size (log n + 2 log t). By the analysis in [8], the probability that a 
false match occurs is ~2.51 l/t. In our case, t = :p(p - 1). Repeating the algorithm 
with several primes chosen independently as in [8] makes the error negligible. 
The probabilistic scheme is as follows: 
(1) P, chooses (probabilistically) a random prime q of length {8+(log n + 
4 log p)} bits, and broadcasts it. 
(2) Each P, computes c+~(x~) = x, mod q. 
(3) The processors execute the algorithm (any of the algorithms presented) using 
4(x;) as the information string instead of the original input. 
The complexity of the probabilistic version of Algorithm 1 is O((log n log’ p) +p) 
while the complexity of the probabilistic algorithm which is based on Algorithm 2 
is O((log n log p) +p). 
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6. Lower bounds 
We introduce here two lower bounds. The two cases are extreme cases where 
either the number of processors or the length of the strings is constant. 
Lemma 6.1. The multiple identiJication problem is CL(n). 
This has been proven for the case p = 2. The proof is Yao’s theorem in [20] since, 
when p = 2, our model is not stronger than the model used there. 
Lemma 6.2. The multiple identijication problem is n(p). 
Proof. Consider the case where n = 1, that is, one bit x, is stored in each processor 
pI. Let x be x x , >. . x,,. The address information of a bit is actually its location in 
x. For a processor P,, if x, = 1, then the output N, = x. Otherwise, N, is the complement 
string of x. In any algorithm the processor receives a certain number of bits and 
computes N,. The transmissions must define the initially unknown part of x, that 
is, a string of length p - 1. Call the length of the transmissions LT, and call the 
Kolmogorov complexity of x (or its complement string since they are the same) 
KC. We claim that LT 3 KC since otherwise LT is a shorter description of the string. 
Most of the strings of length p - 1 have KC = a(p) so LT = 0(p), The length of the 
transmissions received by the processor is R(p) and in each time unit the processor 
gets one bit; therefore, the time of the algorithm is R(p). 0 
We comment that known techniques used for proving lower bounds, namely 
information transfer, crossing sequences, fooling sets and arguments involving a 
network’s diameter or a transmission’s history (see, for example, [5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 
16, 201) do not help us in the broadcasting model. This is because after n units of 
time the input strings of all the processors can be transmitted while each processor 
can get only part of this information. 
Different models restrict the message space differently. In our algorithms pro- 
cessors send data information and address information. We trade address trans- 
missions for the necessity of exchanging information with all the processors. This 
address-data transmission trade-off is the idea that makes this protocol superior to 
any protocol which allows only transmission of input data. Using [20] it is easy to 
show that any such restricted protocol forces the processor to get information about 
each input string in the system directly from the processor holding that string. Thus 
about p2 independent problems of comparison of two strings are solved and therefore 
about np’ bits are exchanged in total. In each time unit, only p bits can be received 
by all processors and therefore, the algorithm must take fi(np) time. This demon- 
strates the differences between the two-processor case, which is the case considered 
by communication complexity (and which tries to capture information transfer of 
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input on a VLSI chip), and multi-processor models of communication networks, 
where more information about the computation environment is known. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced the synchronous broadcasting model. A problem 
of information sharing, the multiple identification problem, was posed and solved 
using the model. 
We demonstrated the power of broadcasting in distributed models. The cluster 
tree and simulating sorting networks used in the solutions are efficient schemes for 
communication organization. Developing methods of communication organization 
for different schemes and network topologies is a crucial step in distributed-algorithm 
design. We assumed that the access to the channel costs O(1) (random access). 
Another possible assumption is that it costs O(log p), modeling a binary search for 
the right channel. In this case, each time unit has to be multiplied by the cost of a 
channel access. 
The main open problem related to this work is developing techniques for proving 
lower bounds for multiprocessor problems when we allow broadcasting and trans- 
mission of information which is not restricted to the input strings only. This 
interesting topic requires further extension of the approaches used here and those 
of the field of communication complexity. Developing efficient al’gorithms which 
use broadcasting effectively is a challenge as well. 
This work has already inspired two recent improvements. In the first one [17], a 
modification of the first algorithm, each processor P, in each time unit j sends a 
bit indicating whether it has an empty R,(j), and then sends R,(j). In case R,(j) 
is empty, all the processors listening to P, continue to the next time unit, indepen- 
dently of what other processors are doing. The observation that different groups 
can proceed at different rates, combined with analysis of a bound on the number 
of processors’ names transmitted in a step, gives an algorithm with time complexities 
0( p + n log p loglog p) and O(p + n log p) if n > p (without the sorting network 
simulation of [2]). The second one [lo] developed a new sorting technique for our 
model, which improves the second algorithm based on sorting for n >p. The 
algorithm redistributes parts of the initial strings. The processors use internal sorting 
extensively (instead of simulating the sorting network [2]). Then the strings are 
replaced by signatures which have the same order as the strings. The time needed 
is n +p log p. 
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